RECRUITMENT

RINGWAY GOLF CLUB

COURSE MANAGER

Founded in 1909, Ringway Golf Club is a fine 'Colt' designed parkland course. We are ambitious for our future and are currently proceeding with an extension to our irrigation system and remodelling our bunkers. We have some 500 members.

We wish to appoint a fully qualified, well experienced and highly motivated individual to share our ambitions and drive forward our plans for the future.

The successful applicant will be able to demonstrate good previous achievements as a Head Greenkeeper or Deputy Course Manager, an awareness of modern methods and the ability to motivate the existing greenstaff. Good communication skills are required to liaise with the membership through the Chairman of Course and be responsible for budgetary and management control.

An excellent remuneration package will be available to the successful candidate.

Please reply in writing with a full C.V. and copies of pertinent certificates and references to:-

D. Wright, Secretary
Ringway Golf Club, Hale Barns,
Altrincham, Cheshire WA15 8SW

BANKING HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY

THAT'S THE BEAUTY OF A NATIONAL

When it comes to staying the course, you can bank on the Allen National range keeping you on the straight and narrow. The Allen National range of triple mowers - 68, 68DL & 84 - are the only real choice for the professional on the tees and surrounds. And as for bunkers, they’re no longer a hazard.

The 68DL has transport speed, electric start and full width rollers. Banking has never been so easy.

CALL
0845 601 081 5
FOR A FREE BROCHURE
OR COMPLETE THE COUPON BELOW

Telephone: 01235 515400 for details of your nearest dealer for a FREE, no obligation, demonstration on the amazing ability of the National.
Temporary greens. When any self respecting golf club member hears these two words it's rather like Pavlov's dog, but instead of producing saliva they instead generate copious quantities of bile and venom ready to be used in describing the feelings they have for the resident Head Greenkeeper and the use of the above mentioned "temps" as they are now universally known. Now perhaps I am tarring them all with the same brush but I have to confess that for many years before I was in the noble profession I too was one of these members. I therefore feel I can write such a statement with some degree of inside knowledge of the unenlightened club member. Yes, shamed though I am of my torrid and despicable past, I was one of the uneducated masses generally referred to by greenkeepers as people without fathers. I thought nothing of giving the Greens Chairman of my local club the benefit of my wisdom on the above subject, after all I was seen as a better than average golfer and so was on my way to possessing total knowledge about all things concerning greenkeeping.

In my defence however, I have to say that the temps in use at this particular course were of the uniform circular type, cut out in early November and measuring about 30 square metres. Add to that a one in two slope, a standard size and overgrown hole and a surface so littered with frozen storm casts that putting on them became more akin to pin ball than golf and one could see my concern on their use.

As you can imagine my views on the subject have now taken on a different perspective and I feel I can write on the matter from both sides of the fence as it were. At Sludgecombe Pay and Play I am in the not uncommon position of having to cater for something in the vicinity of 55,000 rounds a year. It is therefore desirable, during periods of inclement weather and zero growth that the greens are rested by way of the use of temporaries. As we all are aware, the vacation of Head Greenkeeper requires (above such other trivia as a knowledge of greenkeeping) the art of diplomacy and a gift for politics. So when the temporaries are required we, like all greenkeepers are now universally known. Now perhaps I have noticed over the years is how there is a breed of golfer that delights in playing every day, or as near as possible to it. They usually come in the guise of middle aged ladies or perhaps more commonly senior men. Their desperation in playing the game is totally lost on me as I have not taken a degree in psychiatry, but I have noticed they are not it would appear, in the slightest bit interested in the quality of the putting surface they are given. The only thing they require is that the course remains open. Give them the choice of eleven months of excellent greens but with the course closed for one month, or 12 months of diabolical greens and they will choose the latter every time.

Still on the subject of politics, how else can we give our greens the breather they so desperately need while at the same time avoiding the risk of a members revolution. After all there is nothing worse than revoltol mem-
bers. Well, one thing I have noticed over the years is how is there a breed of golfer that delights in playing every day, or as near as possible to it. They usually come in the guise of middle aged ladies or perhaps more commonly senior men. Their desperation in playing the game is totally lost on me as I have not taken a degree in psychiatry, but I have noticed they are not it would appear, in the slightest bit interested in the quality of the putting surface they are given. The only thing they require is that the course remains open. Give them the choice of eleven months of excellent greens but with the course closed for one month, or 12 months of diabolical greens and they will choose the latter every time. So I utilise the years of diplomatic experience I have developed and mid week when the above mentioned desperado's like to frequent the course, I shove them all on temps or as many as I can get away with. Any hint of complaint from them and I mention the other alternative ie the course closed situation. This is normally followed by hushed tones and a fevered rush to the 1st tee. This leaves the greens in a reasonably rested condition for when the more discerning and politically more powerful arrive at the weekend.

Maybe course architects and course owners alike should think about leaving room for a large temporary green on every hole within their design of a new course. This green could be fairly adjacent to the main green so as the length of the hole is not altered. It could incorporate a subtle slope to shed water. In fact maybe all of us should think not in terms of temporary greens but of a two green system such as they used to have in Japan, before the widespread use of creeping bent grass. Here they had two greens, one for the winter and one for summer use. I am not suggesting a purpose built-USGA spec affair but just a simple low maintenance green that is prepared sometime in October and kept topped with a tee triple during the summer. I know this may sound like a lot of extra work but think of the benefits. Less play on the main greens means less aeration work and when aeration work is carried out we can all stay off them and allow them to breath for a good three or four months. The main greens go into the playing season in excellent condition while the secondary greens can enjoy eight or nine months of rest before the next winter. In fact it could be the answer to all our problems! Well, there again...
Make a date for the event of ‘98

BIGGA TURF MANAGEMENT EXHIBITION

BTME98
A DECADE OF SUCCESS

HARROGATE The Number One Choice

& EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR PROGRAMME

21-23 JANUARY 1998
Education programme starts 19 January

‘...more than just an exhibition...’